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Abstract— We consider a multi-agent confinement control
problem in which a single leader has a purely repulsive effect
on follower agents with double-integrator dynamics. By decom-
posing the leader’s control inputs into periodic and aperiodic
components, we show that the leader can be driven so as to
guarantee confinement of the followers about a time-dependent
trajectory in the plane. We use tools from averaging theory and
an input-to-state stability type argument to derive conditions
on the model parameters that guarantee confinement of the
followers about the trajectory. For the case of a single follower,
we show that if the follower starts at the origin, then the error
in trajectory tracking can be made arbitrarily small depending
on the frequency of the periodic control components and the
rate of change of the trajectory. We validate our approach using
simulations and experiments with a small mobile robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this work, we present a leader-follower control strategy
for multi-robot applications such as exploration, environmen-
tal monitoring, disaster response, and targeted drug delivery
at the micro-nanoscale. We consider a scenario in which
a leader agent must confine a group of follower agents to
a certain region around a target trajectory while steering
them along this trajectory. For example, a leader agent with
sophisticated sensing, localization, and planning capabilities
may be required to herd a group of followers, which lack
these capabilities, through an environment with obstacles.

The problem that we consider is closely related to con-
tainment control problems [31] in the multi-agent systems
literature. In these problems, the objective is to design
interaction rules between leader and follower agents so that
the followers are eventually contained in the convex hull
spanned by the leaders. In contrast to most other work on
such problems, the system that we consider is naturally
unstable for steady-state control inputs due to the repulsive
nature of the interaction between the leader and the followers.
Hence, a stabilization mechanism is needed to achieve con-
finement of the followers. One way to stabilize the system
is to incorporate feedback on the followers’ positions and
velocities into the leader trajectories. Our control approach
does not require this feedback, and instead uses open-loop
oscillatory strategies to (practically) stabilize the follower
positions about near-zero velocity conditions.

The use of oscillatory inputs in control theory has a rich
history. There has especially been extensive work on motion
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planning of driftless systems. In this work, sinusoidal inputs
of appropriately chosen frequencies are used to produce exci-
tations along different independent directions (corresponding
to Lie brackets of system vector fields) in the system’s state
space [37], [24], [11]. In fact, for a certain class of systems
with a specific geometric structure, solutions of some optimal
control problems are of a periodic nature [6], [34]. Similarly,
oscillatory inputs have also played an important role in
stabilization problems [1], [2], [39], [13], [33]. While most
of these works have considered the control of systems with a
range of rest conditions (equilibrium points), there has also
been some work on practical stabilization of systems for
which no such rest condition exists [23]. The application of
oscillatory inputs can also be found in the physics literature.
Kapitza’s pendulum is an example of a system whose unsta-
ble equilibrium is rendered stable when subject to oscillatory
vibrations [20]. The method of using oscillatory potentials
for trapping charged particles is also well-known [14], [26].

Our approach is also motivated by animal foraging and
livestock herding behaviors, which have inspired a number of
algorithms and multi-robot control strategies [17], [28], [3],
[22], [12], [5]. The approaches in [17], [5], and [12] are most
similar to ours in their use of sinusoidal leader trajectories
that introduce repulsion terms into the agent dynamics.
While [17] uses sinusoidal trajectories to mimic the foraging
strategies of dolphins, the analysis is based on Snell’s law
and the agent interactions arise from prey “bouncing” off of
predators by specular reflection. In [5] and [12], the follower
population is modeled as a probability density over space and
time, and the objective is to control the support of this density
function. The followers are diffusing at a finite speed, and
their models are of single-integrator type. These two works
derive conditions for confinement to be possible under these
assumptions. Attraction-type potentials are also considered
in [12], and conditions are also derived for the confinement
of followers in dimensions greater than two. Although these
works do not consider the trajectory tracking problem, [5]
does study the existence of control inputs for point-to-point
steering problems.

Other works that consider similar problems use methods
based on consensus protocols and multiple leaders [18], [8].
Multi-agent controllability problems have also received some
attention in related contexts [9], [29], [38], [27], [7].

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider a system with a single leader agent, whose
position at time t is given by [xl(t),yl(t)]T , and N follower
agents, whose positions at time t are [xi(t),yi(t)]T , i =
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1, ...,N. We denote the x and y velocity components of
follower agent i at time t by [vi

x(t),v
i
y(t)]

T . The dynamics of
the leader and followers are defined by the following system
of equations:

ẋl = ux (1)
ẏl = uy

ẋi = vi
x

v̇i
x =

A(xi− xl)

[(xi− xl)2 +(yi− yl)2]α
− kvi

x

ẏi = vi
y

v̇i
y =

A(yi− yl)

[(xi− xl)2 +(yi− yl)2]α
− kvi

y

where A,k,α ∈ R+ and i = 1, ...,N. This model produces
one-way interaction between the leader and the followers
for any non-zero value of A. The interaction potentials are
of gravitational type but repulsive in nature.

We formulate our confinement control problem using the
following definition, in which ‖x‖ is the Euclidean norm of
x ∈ Rn:

Definition II.1. Let γ : [0,1] → R2 and R > 0. Then the
system (32) is said to be R-confinement controllable about
the trajectory γ if there exist T > 0, ux : [0,T ]→R, and uy :
[0,T ]→R such that the solution of (32) satisfies ‖γ(t/T )−
[xi(t),yi(t)]T‖ < R and ‖γ(t/T )− [xl(t),yl(t)]T‖ ≥ R for all
i ∈ {1, ...,N} and all t ∈ [0,T ].

Our objective is to derive conditions on the parameters A,
k, and α and on the trajectory γ(t) and its time derivative
γ̇(t) which guarantee that system (32) is R-confinement
controllable about the trajectory γ . The requirement that the
leader must maintain a minimum distance from the trajectory
differentiates our approach from other confinement strategies
that use a single leader, which typically employ attraction-
type interactions between the leader and followers. Moreover,
this distance requirement provides a way to prevent collisions
between the leader and the followers without explicitly
modeling the physical dimensions of the agents.

System (32) can be expressed in the affine control form
ẋ = f(x)+∑i uigi(x), which enables the application of Lie
algebraic conditions of geometric control to study its con-
trollability properties [35], [36]. However, the system has
no fixed point for any time-independent set of control
inputs {ui}. Therefore, one cannot conclude much more
than accessibility at points of interest. While Lie algebraic
conditions for controllability do exist for the case of non-rest
conditions, they require the assumption of global bounds on
the vector fields [15], which is not a valid assumption for
system (32). Alternatively, certain results on controllability
about trajectories can be applied if the admissibility of the
trajectories can be characterized beforehand [4].

We take a different approach by using averaging theory
to show that the followers can be stabilized about the
target trajectory with a particular choice of control inputs.
Averaging theory is built on the principle that the behavior of

a dynamical system with a rapidly oscillating vector field can
be accurately represented by the averaged system behavior
over a time interval that is dependent on a perturbation
parameter ε . For small enough ε , one can relate the solutions
of the averaged system, a set of autonomous differential
equations, to the solutions of the original non-autonomous
differential equations. Moreover, the stability of the solutions
is easier to characterize in the averaged system than in the
original system. We apply averaging analysis to our system
in the next section.

III. AVERAGING ANALYSIS

In the forthcoming analysis, we prove that system (32)
is R-confinement controllable about a trajectory γ(t) under
suitable bounds on γ(t) and γ̇(t). We also demonstrate that
if a follower starts at the origin, then its distance from the
trajectory can be made arbitrarily small while the leader
maintains a distance R from the trajectory. To simplify the
analysis, we consider the case where R = 1 and N = 1,
i.e., there is a single follower. We show that the analysis
also holds for any follower population N, since there are no
interactions between the followers. The results for general
R > 0 follow trivially from an appropriate scaling of the
parameter A.

Denote the initial position of the leader by [xl(0),yl(0)]T =
[1,0]T , and let ux(t) =−ω sinωt and uy(t) =−ω cosωt for
some ω > 0. With these control inputs, one can explicitly
solve for xl(t) and yl(t). Then system (32) can be expressed
in the following reduced form,

ẋ = vx (2)

v̇x =
A(x− cosωt)

[(x− cosωt)2 +(y− sinωt))2]α
− kvx

ẏ = vy

v̇y =
A(y− sinωt)

[(x− cosωt)2 +(y− sinωt))2]α
− kvy.

We change the time variable to τ =ωt and define ε = 1/ω .
Then the solution of (2) satisfies,

dx
dτ

= εvx (3)

dvx

dτ
=

εA(x− cosτ)

[(x− cosτ)2 +(y− sinτ)2]α
− εkvx

dy
dτ

= εvy

dvx

dτ
=

εA(y− sinτ)

[(x− cosτ)2 +(y− sinτ)2]α
− εkvy.

Now the system can be expressed in the so-called standard
averaging form,

dX
dτ

= εf(τ,X), (4)

where X = [x,vx,y,vy]
T and

f(τ,X) =


vx

A(x−cosτ)
[(x−cosτ)2+(y−sinτ)2]α

− kvx

vy
A(y−sinτ)

[(x−cosτ)2+(y−sinτ)2]α
− kvy

 . (5)



Then we can consider the averaged system,

˙̄X = εfav(X̄) X̄(0) = X̄0, (6)

where X̄ = [x̄, v̄x, ȳy, v̄y]
T and

fav(X̄) =


v̄x

1
2π

∫ 2π

0
A(x̄−cos(s))

[(x̄−cos(s))2+(ȳ−sin(s))2]α
ds− kv̄x

v̄y
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
A(ȳ−sin(s))

[(x̄−cos(s))2+(ȳ−sin(s))2]α
ds− kv̄y

 . (7)

If the origin of the averaged system is an exponentially
stable equilibrium point, then there exists a neighborhood
of the origin for which solutions of the original system
remain bounded and close to the origin for infinite time. The
following lemma gives conditions for exponential stability
of the origin in the averaged system. The existence and
uniqueness of solutions to the averaged system follow from
this result for initial conditions sufficiently close to the
origin.

Lemma III.1. The origin is an exponentially stable equilib-
rium point of the averaged system (6) for all k > 0 if A > 0
and α > 1.

Proof. The proof is based on the linearization principle. The
Jacobian map for fav(X̄) at X̄ = 0 is given by (see the
Appendix for computations):

Dfav(0) =


0 1 0 0

−A(α−1) −k 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −A(α−1) −k

 . (8)

The spectrum of Dfav(0) can be computed to be

σ(Dfav(0)) =−
k
2
± 1

2
(k2−4A(α−1))

1
2 . (9)

Then the result follows from [21][Corollary 4.3].

The following proposition demonstrates that this result
can be used to obtain estimates for the solutions of system
(4). The proposition gives bounds on solutions of general
systems in which the vector field can be decomposed into
(1) a highly oscillatory, state-dependent component, and (2)
a state-independent component, which is not necessarily pe-
riodic, that evolves on a slower time scale. By converting our
system into this form through a coordinate transformation,
we can use this result to construct control inputs for the
leader to confine followers about a trajectory. The proof is
similar to the proofs of the averaging theorems in [21], [16].
Since our result does not immediately follow from these
theorems, we adapt the initial steps of their proofs to our
problem.

Proposition III.2. Let a function f(t,x,ε) and its partial
derivatives with respect to (x,ε) up to the first order be
continuous and bounded for (t,x,ε)∈ [0,∞)×U0× [0,ε0] for
every compact set U0 ⊂U, where U ⊂Rn, and some ε0 > 0.
Additionally, let g : [0,∞)→Rn be continuous. Suppose that

f is T -periodic in t for some T > 0. Then x≡ x(t,ε,g) and
z≡ z(t) evolve according to the following equations:

ẋ = εf(t,x,ε)+ εg(t), x(0,ε,g) = x0, (10)

ż = εfav(z), z(0) = z0, (11)

where fav(z) = 1
T
∫ T

0 f(τ,z,0)dτ . Suppose that the origin z =
0 ∈ U is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the
averaged system Eq. (11), Ω⊂U is a compact subset of its
region of attraction, and x0 ∈ Ω. Then there exist positive
constants k, δ ∗, ε∗, β1, β2, and µ such that if ‖g(t)‖ ≤ δ for
all t ≥ 0, then the condition ‖x(0,ε,g)− z(0)‖ ≤ µ implies
that

‖x(t,ε,g)− z(t)‖ ≤ ke−λεt‖x0− z0‖+β1ε +β2δ (12)

for all ε ∈ (0,ε∗), δ ∈ (0,δ ∗), and t ≥ 0.

Proof. Define the functions

h(t,x) = f(t,x,0)− fav(x) (13)

and
u(t,x) =

∫ t

0
h(τ,x)dτ. (14)

Since h(t,x) is T -periodic in t and has zero mean, the
function u(t,x) is T -periodic in t. Hence, u(t,x) is bounded
for all (t,x)∈ [0,∞)×Ω. Moreover, ∂u/∂ t and Dxu are given
by

∂u
∂ t

= h(t,x),

Dxu =
∫ t

0
Dxh(τ,x)dτ. (15)

Consider the change of variables

x = y+ εu(t,y). (16)

Differentiating both sides of Eq. (16) with respect to t, we
obtain

ẋ = ẏ+ ε
∂u
∂ t

(t,y)+ εDyu(t,y)ẏ. (17)

Substituting Eq. (10) for ẋ into Eq. (17), the new state
variable y satisfies the equation[

I+ εDyu
]
ẏ = εf(t,y+ εu,ε)+ εg(t)− ε

∂u
∂ t

= εf(t,y+ εu,ε)+ εg(t)− εf(t,y,0)
+εfav(y).

The assumption of bounds on the partial derivatives of f over
(t,x)∈ [0,∞)×U0 imply that for small enough ε ,

[
I+εDyu

]
is invertible. Hence, the state variable y satisfies

ẏ = εfav(y)+ εg(t)+ ε
[
εDyf(t,y,0)u+ ε

∂ f
∂ε

(t,y,0)

−εDyufav(y)− εDyug(t)
]
+O(ε3)

:= εfav(y)+ εg(t)+ ε
2q(t,y,ε,g), (18)

where q(t,y,ε,g) is not necessarily periodic. From the
assumptions on f(t,x,ε) and g(t), q(t,y,ε,g) is continuous
and bounded for (t,x,ε) ∈ [0,∞)×Ω× [0,ε0].



Now consider the change of variables s = εt. Then the
solutions of Eq. (18) and Eq. (11) satisfy

dy
ds

= fav(y)+g(s)+ εq(s/ε,y,ε,g) (19)

and
dz
ds

= fav(z), (20)

respectively. By assumption, the origin z = 0 is an ex-
ponentially stable equilibrium point of Eq. (20). Then by
[21][Theorem 9.1], there exist positive constants ε̆∗, δ ∗, µ ,
β̆1, β2, δ , k, and λ such that the conditions ‖g(s)‖< δ and
‖y0− z0‖ ≤ µ imply that,

‖y(s)− z(s)‖ ≤ ke−λ s‖y0− z0‖+ β̆1ε +β2c (21)

for all ε ∈ (0, ε̆∗), δ ∈ (0,δ ∗), and s≥ 0. For small enough
ε , the transformation (16) is a one-to-one mapping from
Ω to its image for all t ≥ 0 and ε ∈ [0,εo] for some εo >
0 [32][Lemma 2.8.3]. Therefore, x− y = O(ε). Hence, it
follows from the triangle inequality and the estimate (21) that
there exist positive constants δ ∗, ε∗, µ , and c such that the
conditions ‖g(t)‖ ≤ δ and ‖x(0,ε,g)−z(0)‖ ≤ µ imply that
Eq. (12) is true for all ε ∈ (0,ε∗), δ ∈ (0,δ ∗), and t ≥ 0.

Note that this result is not the same as general averaging,
which is a generalization of the above proposition for the
case where g = 0 and f(t,x,ε) is required to be only almost-
periodic in t [21], [32], since we have explicit bounds on the
solution of Eq. (11) that depend on ε as well as δ . One can
impose the additional assumption that f(t,x,ε) has partial
derivatives up to the second order. Under this assumption,
g = 0 implies the existence of exponentially stable periodic
orbits that approach the equilibrium point of the averaged
system as ε tends to 0. See, for example, [16]. In this
case, one can interpret the result as “uniform” input-to-
state stability of the system about ε-dependent exponentially
stable T -periodic orbits. Our result can also be seen as
a special case of the results in [25], where input-to-state
stability of general time-varying systems via averaging is
analyzed using the notion of strong and weak averages.

In the next two results, we use Proposition III.2 to show
the existence of leader control inputs that can locally stabilize
the followers about general trajectories in the plane that start
at the origin. We consider leader inputs with an oscillatory
component, as in Eq. (3), and an additional component
that depends on the target trajectory to be tracked. Using a
coordinate transformation, we show that this system can be
converted to the form in Eq. (11), and hence we can obtain
bounds on the distances between the follower positions and
the target trajectory.
Remark on notation: We say that a function f : U→R, where
U ⊂ Rn, is in C1(U) if it has continuous derivatives up to
order 1.

Lemma III.3. Suppose that γ1 and γ2 are elements in
C1([0,1]) such that γ1(0) = γ2(0) = 0, and define the tra-
jectory γ(t) = (γ1(t),γ2(t)). Additionally, let γδ

1 and γδ
2 be

elements in C1([0,1/δ ]) such that γδ
1 (t)= γ1(δ t) and γδ

2 (t)=
γ2(δ t) for each t ∈ [0,1/δ ], where δ > 0. Define γδ (t) =
(γδ

1 (t),γ
δ
2 (t)). Let X = [x,vx,y,vy]

T and define F(t,X,ω,γδ )
as

F(t,X,ω,γδ ) =


vx

A(x−cosωt−γδ
1 (t))

[(x−cosωt−γδ
1 (t))

2+(y−sinωt−γδ
2 (t))

2]α
− kvx

vy
A(y−sinωt−γδ

2 (t))
[(x−cosωt−γδ

1 (t))
2+(y−sinωt−γδ

2 (t))
2]α
− kvy


(22)

where A > 0, k > 0, and α > 1. Then consider the system

Ẋ = F(t,X,ω,γδ ), X(0) = X0. (23)

There exist positive constants r1 > 0, ω1 > 0, and δ1 > 0,
which depend on A, k, and α , such that ω > ω1, δ > δ1
and ‖X0‖ ≤ r1 implies that the solution X(t) to Eq. (23) is
defined over the interval t ∈ [0,1/δ ] and that

‖(x(t),y(t)− (γδ
1 (t),γ

δ
2 (t))‖< 1 (24)

for all t ∈ [0,1/δ ]. Moreover, if X0 = 0, then for each ν > 0
there exist ω2 > 0 and δ2 > 0 such that for all ω > ω2 and
δ ∈ (0,δ2),

‖(x(t),y(t)− (γδ
1 (t),γ

δ
2 (t))‖< ν (25)

for all t ∈ [0,1/δ ].

Proof. Consider the change of variables E =
X − [γδ

1 (t),0,γ
δ
2 (t),0]

T . Then we have the initial value
problem

Ė = F(t,E,ω,0)+δg(t), E(0) = X0, (26)

where g(t)= [γ̇1(δ t),0, γ̇2(δ t),0]T . Let ε = 1/ω and consider
the change of variable s = t/ε . Then the solution of Eq. (26)
satisfies

dE
ds

= εF(s,E(s),1,0)+ εδg(εs). (27)

The estimates in Eq. (24) and Eq. (25) follow from Propo-
sition III.2. Note that the dependence of g on the εs time
scale does not affect the proof, since g is still bounded from
above as required.

For the case where the follower agent starts at the origin,
this proposition implies that one can choose leader control
inputs that drive the follower to track the trajectory γ

arbitrarily closely, albeit over a longer period of time than
if the required bounds on the tracking error were weaker.
This is a stronger result than is needed to ensure general R-
confinement controllability, for which it is sufficient for the
follower agent to be within a distance R of the trajectory.

Theorem III.4. Suppose that [xl(0),yl(0)] = [1,0]T . Then
there exists r > 0 such that ‖[xi,yi,vi

x,v
i
y]‖ < r for all i =

1,2....N implies that system (32) is 1-confinement control-
lable about all trajectories γ for which γ ∈ {(γ1,γ2) : γ1,γ2 ∈
C1([0,1]), γ1(0) = γ2(0) = 0}.



Proof. Let ω and δ be positive scalars. Consider the follow-
ing control inputs for the leader:

ux(t) = −ω sinωt +δ γ̇x(δ t)

uy(t) = ω cosωt +δ γ̇y(δ t). (28)

Integrating these functions from 0 to t for each t ∈ [0,1/δ ],
we can explicitly solve for the state variables xl(t) and yl(t):

xl(t) = cos(ωt)+ γx(δ t),

yl(t) = sin(ωt)+ γx(δ t). (29)

Define F as in Eq. (22) and substitute Eq. (29) into system
(32). Then the state variables xi,vi

x,y
i,vi

y in the solution of
system (32) satisfy

dXi

dt
= F(t,Xi,ω,γδ ), Xi(0) = Xi

0, (30)

for each i∈{1,2, ...,N}, where Xi = [xi,vi
x,y

i,vi
y]

T . The result
follows from Lemma III.3.

The assumption that [xl(0),yl(0)] = [1,0]T is not too
restrictive. If [xl(0),yl(0)]T is any element on the unit circle,
then the leader control inputs are

ux(t) = −ω sin(ωt +φ)+δ γ̇x(δ t)

uy(t) = ω cos(ωt +φ)+δ γ̇y(δ t) (31)

for an appropriately chosen φ . These inputs will have the
same effect on the system. Due to the continuous dependence
of the solutions of system (32) on its initial conditions
and parameters, it can be argued further that there exists
a neighborhood of the unit circle from which the leader can
always be driven to the circle, after which it can execute the
control inputs defined in Eq. (31).

Remark III.5. We can also consider a more general setting
in which the follower agents are running a consensus pro-
tocol while being confined by the leader. In this case, the
followers’ interactions can be modeled using an undirected
simple graph with fixed topology, G = (V ,E ), where V is
the set of follower agents and E identifies the pairs of agents
that interact with each other. The graph is not necessarily
connected. Then the x-coordinates of the follower agents’
positions and velocities evolve according to

ẋi = vi
x (32)

v̇i
x =

A(xi− xl)

[(xi− xl)2 +(yi− yl)2]α
− kvi

x

− ∑
j∈N (i)

(xi− x j)− ∑
j∈N (i)

(vi
x− v j

x) ,

with similar dynamics for the y-coordinates. As in Eq. (8),
the Jacobian map for the averaged vector field fav,c of the
composite group of followers can be computed as

Dfav,c(0) =
[

B 0
0 B

]
, (33)

where
B =

[
0 IN

−β IN−L −kIN− γL

]
, (34)

in which IN is the identity matrix of size N × N, L is
the Laplacian of the graph G , and β = A(α − 1), γ , and
k are positive scalars. The eigenvalues of Dfav,c(0) can be
computed according to [30][Chapter 4] as:

λi± =− k
2
+

γµi±
√

(γµi− k)2−4(β −µi)

2
, (35)

where µi is the ith eigenvalue of −L . Since the spectrum of
Dfav,c(0) lies in the open left half-plane of C whenever β =
A(α−1), k, and γ are positive, this implies that confinement
controllability of the leader-follower system is retained under
inter-follower interactions that can be modeled as a graph
with fixed topology.

IV. SIMULATIONS

We validate our confinement control approach with simu-
lations of two scenarios with different parameter values. In
Case 1, the target trajectory is γ(θ)= [2cos2πθ 2sin2πθ ]T ,
the final time condition is T = 40π , and the other parameters
are A = 1, k = 0.05, α = 10, and ω = 10. In Case 2, we
set γ(θ) = [10cos4πθ 2πθ ]T , T = 80π , A = 1, k = 0.03,
α = 5, and ω = 20. In both cases, the leader control inputs
are chosen according to Eq. (28), and there are three follower
agents. The initial positions and velocities of the followers
are drawn uniformly randomly from a ball of radius 0.125
(Case 1) or 0.5 (Case 2) that is centered at the origin.

Fig. 1 shows the agent trajectories during the two sim-
ulated scenarios. In both cases, the followers remain well
within a distance of 1 from the target trajectory, which
confirms that the system is 1-confinement controllable about
this trajectory. The followers in Case 2 display larger initial
oscillations about the target trajectory than the followers in
Case 1. This is because the followers in Case 2 have a lower
damping coefficient k and initial velocities that were chosen
from a larger neighborhood of the origin, and thus tended to
be higher.

We also note that the higher value of ω in Case 2 implies
that the region of attraction of the original system is closer
to the region of the attraction of the averaged system than in
Case 1. This caused the confinement strategy in Case 2 to
be successful for a larger ball of possible initial conditions
than in Case 1. Indeed, we found that the followers in Case
1 did not remain confined when the initial conditions were
drawn from outside the ball of radius 0.125.

V. ROBOT EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

We also tested our confinement control approach with
an experiment in which a small differential-drive robotic
platform Pheeno [40] emulated a follower agent that was
confined by a virtual leader. The experiment was performed
in the ASU Autonomous Collective Systems Laboratory. One
robot was placed in a 1.5 m × 2.1 m arena and marked
with a 2D binary identification tag to allow for real-time
position and orientation tracking. The tags were tracked
using one overhead Microsoft LifeCam Studio Webcam with
a resolution of 1920×1080 pixels at a frame rate of 30 FPS.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of leader and follower agent positions over time. The
followers start at random positions within a neighborhood of the origin.

The 2D binary tags were identified using standard OpenCV
algorithms on a Windows computer.

To accommodate the nonholonomic constraint of the robot
platform, the robot used a PI controller to keep its head-
ing facing away from the virtual leader at all times. This
heading control produces approximate holonomic motion
in a differential-drive platform. To facilitate this motion,
the leader’s oscillation frequency was maintained below
the bandwidth of the robots’ motors. A desktop computer
updated and transmitted the virtual leader’s position and the
robot’s global position to the robot via WiFi at a frequency
of 3 Hz.

We defined a circular target trajectory, shown in Fig. 2,
for the robot to track in the experiment. The trajectory was
given by γE(t) = [Rp cos(ωpt) Rp(sinωpt)]T , where Rp =
67 cm and ωp = 0.02. The robot was controlled using the
parameters A= R2α−1

L , RL = 38 cm, k = 1, α = 4, and ω = 2.

Fig. 2. The robot being herded by a virtual leader along a target trajectory
γE , shown in green. The blue dot is the virtual leader’s position, the pink
dot is the center of the leader’s orbit, and the dark red dot is the position
of a simulated follower agent. The light blue line on the robot indicates its
orientation.
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the positions of the leader agent (blue), simulated
follower agent (red), and robot (black) for an experiment with the target
trajectory γE (green).

B. Results

We compared the trajectory of the robot during the ex-
periment with the corresponding trajectory of a simulated
follower agent, indicated by a dark red dot in Fig. 2, that
moves under the influence of the same leader agent. Note
that while the robot is nonholonomic, the simulated follower
is holonomic. Fig. 3 plots the trajectories of the virtual
leader, the robot, and the simulated follower agent during
the experiment. The robot was initially placed inside the
region of confinement bounded by the leader’s path, and the
simulated follower was initialized at the center of the leader’s
orbit. The figure illustrates that the robot was successfully
kept inside the region of confinement for the duration of the
experiment.



Fig. 3 shows that the trajectory of the robot deviates farther
from γE than the trajectory of the simulated follower. This
is likely due to the nonlinear effects of friction on the shafts
of the robots’ motors. The motors require a minimum input
voltage to drive the robot’s motion, which can be controlled
at speeds above 2 cm/s. These speeds are generated by the
repulsive interaction potential in the robot’s controller when
the distance between the robot and the leader is below a
threshold value. Hence, the robot moves away from the
leader only when it is within this distance; otherwise, it
is stationary. In contrast, the simulated follower does not
have such a constraint on its speed and will move when
the leader is farther away, causing its trajectory to adhere
more closely to γE . Thus, the experiment shows that when
our confinement strategy is implemented in practice, the
controller design must account for unmodeled dynamics in
the physical platform by allowing only those velocity control
inputs that exceed an appropriate lower bound.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a leader-follower control strategy for confin-
ing a group of agents to a region around a target trajectory.
By constructing oscillatory leader inputs, we used averaging
theory to show that follower agents can be confined to a
neighborhood of the origin. From a control design perspec-
tive, one could investigate the quantitative effects of different
parameters on the stability properties of the system. Well-
developed computational tools can be used to estimate the
size of the region of attraction of the origin [10], [19]. One
could also augment this open-loop strategy with feedback to
develop a more robust stabilization mechanism. Incorporat-
ing multiple leaders and inter-agent collision avoidance into
the control strategy is another direction for future work.
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APPENDIX

Let U be a subset of Rn. The Jacobian map for a function
f : U → Rm at a state x ∈U is given by:

Df(x) =


∂ f1
∂x1

(x) · · · ∂ f1
∂xn

(x)
...

. . .
...

∂ fm
∂x1

(x) · · · ∂ fm
∂xn

(x)

 .
Let U be a subset of the unit sphere in R4, and define the

function f : U → R4 as:

f(x) =


x2

1
2π

∫ 2π

0
A(x1−cos(s))

[(x1−cos(s))2+(x3−sin(s))2]α
ds− kx2

x4
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
A(x3−sin(s))

[(x1−cos(s))2+(x3−sin(s))2]α
ds− kx4

 ,
where A,k,α ∈R+. Define g1(x, t)= x−cos(t), g2(x, t)= x−
sin(t), and h(x,y, t) = g1(x, t)2 + g2(y, t)2. The function f is

continuously differentiable everywhere in U and has a well-
defined Jacobian at the origin. We compute the nontrivial
partial derivatives of the Jacobian map Df(x) using Leibniz’s
rule for partial derivatives of integrals:

∂ f2

∂x1
=

A
2π

∫ 2π

0

h(x1,x3,s)α −2αg1(x1,s)2h(x1,x3,s)α−1

h(x1,x3,s)2α
ds

∂ f2

∂x3
=

A
2π

∫ 2π

0

−2αg1(x1,s)g2(x3,s)h(x1,x3,s)α−1

h(x1,x3,s)2α
ds

∂ f4

∂x1
=

A
2π

∫ 2π

0

−2αg1(x1,s)g2(x3,s)h(x1,x3,s)α−1

h(x1,x3,s)2α
ds

∂ f4

∂x3
=

A
2π

∫ 2π

0

h(x1,x3,s)α −2αg2(x3,s)2h(x1,x3,s)α−1

h(x1,x3,s)2α
ds.

Evaluating these partial derivatives at the origin, we ob-
tain:

∂ f2

∂x1
(0) =

A
2π

∫ 2π

0
(1−2α sin2(s))ds = −A(α−1)

∂ f2

∂x3
(0) =

A
2π

∫ 2π

0
−2α sin(s)cos(s)ds = 0

∂ f4

∂x1
(0) =

A
2π

∫ 2π

0
−2α sin(s)cos(s)ds = 0

∂ f4

∂x3
(0) =

A
2π

∫ 2π

0
(1−2α cos2(s))ds = −A(α−1).
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